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file description:dx10 shader fixes v3.2.1. these are a set of shader fixes for dx10 preview mode in
fsx. the patch should not effect dx9 in any way. it addresses the following bugs in the dx10 preview:
1) flashing runways/taxiways 2) yellow/white runway markings transparency 3) opaque chain fences
4) progressive taxi markings missing 5) missing night scenery/semi-transparent dusk scenery (often
misdescribed as missing night textures) 6) some addon cars with black headlights 7) softer vc
shadow 8) eliminates false sun on vc roof and side wall also included are an optional replacement
water shade, aircraft lights package and an optional replacement background texture. this can
replace the light blue dx10 uses and is close to what dx9 uses in the same circumstances. file
description:dx10 shader fixes v3.2.0 (revised). these are a set of shader fixes for dx10 preview mode
in fsx. the patch should not effect dx9 in any way. it addresses the following bugs in the dx10
preview: 1) flashing runways/taxiways 2) yellow/white runway markings transparency 3) opaque
chain fences 4) progressive taxi markings missing 5) missing night scenery/semi-transparent dusk
scenery (often misdescribed as missing night textures) 6) some addon cars with black headlights 7)
softer vc shadow 8) eliminates false sun on vc roof and side wall also included are an optional
replacement water shade, aircraft lights package and an optional replacement background texture.
this can replace the light blue dx10 uses and is close to what dx9 uses in the same circumstances.
this is a reupload because there was some change in the patch. the file would not launch. also, note
that the aircraft lights for the other patches are now integrated into the multi aircraft lights package.
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hi! i am having a problem with the dx10 fixer. i am using fsx sp 1.0.1. when i go to the setup menu,
the checkbox to make the sky blue is checked, the checkboxes for hd shadows and aa 8x are

unchecked, and the controls are set to default, but when i run the game, the sky is brown instead of
blue, the aircraft look like they are partially transparent, and the shadows are dark and black. i have

been to the fbx site to find help, but none of the fixes there work, and none of the forums i have
visited have provided any help. what should i do to fix this? i installed the dx10 fixer, however, i am
still experiencing a problem with my terrain textures. i've tried a lot of stuff but i can't seem to get
them to work and i want to use them for a much more complicated map. it's either black on or the

texture doesn't load in. i just got my dx10 fixer today and i followed the manual exactly. i had some
problems with the software to start with, so i had to uninstall it. now when i try to reinstall it, it says
there's an update to the software and that i'll have to restart. well, it didn't work. i tried to reinstall
the software and it says i'm running the latest version. i also tried to reinstall the software to make

sure the settings were still on, and it said they were. also, when i try to run the software, it says that
there's a problem with it and that i should run the diagnostics. well, there's no errors shown. so, i

tried to reinstall the software again and it still says the same thing. i tried to uninstall and reinstall it,
and the same thing happens. help? 5ec8ef588b
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